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The Process of Man and Woman: a short overview 

 
In short, the Man and Woman Process happens as follows: 

Man, as the One, Addresses the Duality in Woman. He Goes into Her Duality, to be Able to 
Free Her from Within, to Transcend, to Free Duality into the One(ness of His Heart). He 
Becomes Her Duality. What He ‘Does’ is taking over Woman’s attachment to one side of Her 
Own Duality. And He Frees this Attachment in His male Body. If Woman accepts this 
Freedom that is now Mirrored by Man, Her Duality can Swing Freely again instead of being 
stuck by preference, Her Duality can be Embedded in and Directed at Man’s Oneness again 
instead of leading its own separate, and for a great part hidden, life. Man’s Going into 
Woman’s Duality, His Feeling through the stuck-ness there and Freeing himself again and 
again – and, just so and just as important, also Woman’s Allowing of this – can be called 
Love, Selfless Love. This Love is the Opposite of staying safely stuck in the original position 
of one’s Own Sex as Man or Woman. For man it is a Sacrifice of His (stuck) Freedom into 
the stuck-ness of un-free Duality without knowing in advance if He will ever come out again 
as Man, as Free. For it is a difficult Job, often extremely heavy, demanding all His energy 
and, Going more and more Deeply into Woman’s Depths of Darkness, He lets Himself be 
sunk into some kind of Coma, a level of Unconsciousness that is normally too much to still be 
Resurrected from. That’s why, in principle, it ‘should’ be a gradual Process for (a) Man to 
Enter the Darkness of Duality. There is no space for ‘male’ machismo here. It is an utterly 
humble Process. And Man must Know what He is, Selflessly, Doing – and What He Is. Or 
else He is done, the Man in Him gets Killed, Lost. 

Man can only Allow Woman to Come Closer to Him by Addressing Her (hidden) 
Duality. Just by Being Himself, by not Reacting to Woman’s Duality but Feeling (the 
Painfulness of) it, by Being Her Mirror, He triggers it. Noticing how Woman’s preference to 
one side of it, of the inherently Dual reality, almost Kills Him, He sooner or later Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Surrenders to the stuck Pain involved in it. He Feels Her state(s) 
from Within and gradually, or sometimes suddenly, Man Reappears again in the fog he had 
entered. Clarity Returns. If Woman Follows Him now in this regained – and, in fact, 
Deepened – Clarity, they can go together to the next form, layer or level of hidden stuck-ness, 
that is: of preference in Woman for one side of Herself, of existence. If She does not Follow, 
the Woman-form will leave the Man-form, usually by physically separating from Him (for 
good). If She does not Follow and does not leave Him physically either, She will try to keep 
Him at a distance – even though She will project and complain about His staying at a distance 
from Her – for She doesn’t want to look in the Mirror. 

Usually, however, it doesn’t get that far in the Process of Man and Woman. This is 
simply so because Man does not manage to really Free Himself from the Power of Woman’s 
Duality. Once He entered there He got stuck too and the Man in Him is Lost, the Mirror 
scattered into pieces or so dirtied that there is no Mirror left and Duality keeps easily ruling in 
the Dark. Man becomes thus part of Woman’s World (of preferences) instead of being able to 
Bring Woman Back into Man’s World. He becomes part of Her Form world instead of 
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Returning Woman into His Formless Heart. And there we are, this is the world – this moment, 
still. 

Usually – or, rather, so far – (a) Man is not Conscious enough to Survive entering 
Woman’s Duality, no matter if some men seem to have realized a state of Oneness in 
themselves. If we talk about entering Woman’s (world of) Duality Her Physicality plays an 
important role in this respect. If the Man through a man-form makes love to a Woman-form 
He associates – in a very direct way – with the Unconsciousness of the Earth, of Form. He 
enters Her Duality (much) more deeply than before. Almost always men are (much) too 
young to start making love with women. They get lost, possibly completely, possibly for 
good. Although the Ego in Woman nowadays assumes it is free to have sex with ‘man’ 
whenever it feels like, it used to be so (and this is still for a considerable part the case) that it 
is Woman who protects Her Body against men prematurely entering Her, when Love is not 
(at all) Obvious yet – and justly so, this is part of Nature. Without this protection mechanism 
humanity cannot grow into, gradually, becoming Conscious. Besides this protection from 
Woman’s side, there exists an (unrecognized) Force in men that can, in principle, protect their 
Spirit against being Swallowed and Numbed by Woman’s Body, Her Corporeality, Her Form-
ness. Woman’s Duality Kills Man if He enters Woman(’s world) with His penis instead of 
Primarily with His Heart. 

Man as He Is is not interested in sex as such. Nevertheless, Going into Sex with 
Woman – if the time is Ripe for this – is Part of Bringing Woman Back into His Heart and 
can, sooner or later, not be avoided and doesn’t need to be avoided. Man Responds to 
Woman. If the time is Right, if Man is Strong enough Within, He can Enter the Darkest 
Spheres of Woman’s world. Instead of ‘Entering’, it could rather be called ‘Receiving’ or 
‘Associating with’. The Ordeal begins: not getting lost in Woman’s world of (hidden) Duality 
but Bringing Her back into His One Heart. 

Has there ever been a Greater Ordeal on Earth? Has it ever been ‘successful’? Have 
Man and Woman ever Been Really One, One Heart as Two Bodies? Or will people always 
continue trying the impossible: two bodies of another sex trying to become One or at least try 
to get a little closer? No matter its seemingly good intentions, Duality has never succeeded. It 
is the One Heart of Man That Does the Whole Work, That Painstakingly Follows Woman’s 
inner movements. Woman’s Following of this Process is the Same (as this Work of the One), 
from the Other Side, and just as exceptional, heavy, worthwhile and indispensable. The One 
can only Do Its Work (in and on Woman’s world of Duality), if It is Free, not attached to 
Woman’s preference(s), if, therefore, He Knows in all experience, variation and Depth what 
Pain is, the difficult Side of Woman’s Duality. Oneness without thoroughly Knowing Pain 
inside and out is a dream. 

Woman can only Return into Man’s Heart – and thus go beyond Her inborn 
Loneliness, Her lonely individuality, Her ancient feeling of Separation (from Man, from the 
Whole) – in the same humility, if She is willing to Sacrifice all Her preferences to the One 
Trust in Man’s Heart, Sacrifice Her (attachment to the seemingly safe world of) 
Unconsciousness that does not want to know reality but lives in dreams and illusions. The 
Sacrifice and the Return happen by Allowing Herself to See, See not as Herself but as His 
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Eye – See that, in the case of Her True Man, His Eye comes straight out of His Heart, His 
Heart is Basically not divided into different faculties or functions. The Eye That Sees Her is 
the Eye She fears and Loves. She is attracted to It, despite the seemingly nasty content of 
what the Eye Sees. In the End, if the Attraction is Strong enough and persistent it cannot but 
be that She Disappears as a self that, until then, had to protect itself against Man’s Eye, and 
She Becomes (Part of) Him. She Realizes now that She has never existed as Her self, it was 
all one long repressed and not really recognized nightmare. She Returns Home, to the Selfless 
Heart of Man. 

 
So much for the theory (although this theory is entirely based on insight through 

experience). In practice it is difficult and heavy as hell – but all worth it. 
Also, it’s not up to you if you can ‘do’ or Allow the Process of Man and Woman. It’s 

not a path. It’s not a path with a ladder upward. It’s about Love. The only thing that can be 
said with certainty is that if Love is strong enough the Process of Man and Woman will 
Happen and Deepen – Beyond you. 


